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Message from the
Incoming President
Incoming President
Sandra Burnell, BES, B.Arch, OAA

I

n this world nothing is certain
but death and taxes.” Benjamin
Franklin’s quote from the 1700s
is familiar to many. Had he been alive
today, I might expect that he would revise it to, “In this world nothing is certain
but death, taxes and rising fuel costs.”
Not only do we need to reduce consumption to counter rising fuel costs, we
also need to reduce carbon emissions in
order to counter the negative effect they
are having on our precious environment.
Keeping these concerns in mind, this
edition of Pushing the Envelope (PTE) is
dedicated to innovative glass and glazing
materials and design techniques which
focus on creating energy efficient design options while enhancing our living/
working environment.
For those owners/designers looking for innovative materials and design
options, translucent high performance
walls and skylights, intelligent glazing
systems and light shelves are explored
within. Imagine, allowing natural heat
gain in cool months while providing
shading and limiting transmission during warm months. What a novel concept.
Interested in learning more about
Manitoba Hydro’s unique building envelope, OBEC’s 2010 Distinction of Design Award winner, or the largest installation of triple laminated glass in North
America using a single unitized glass
spandrel panel (USP)? Read more and
you’ll find out.
Stepping away from the environmental limelight, in addition to spotlighting Gustav Handegord, one of Canada’s most revered founders of building

science, this edition also addresses the
reduction of risk associated with balcony glass breakage and alkali etching
of glass.
From an educational standpoint,
I draw your attention to our upcoming GreenPrint 2012 seminar scheduled later this year. By combining our
GreenPrint 2012 seminar with our annual meeting and awards banquet, it is
our intent to draw more attendees than
ever. Included in this year’s event will be
a signing of the Promise, so I encourage
you all to come and join the ranks committed to preserving our world for future
generations.
Finally, as OBEC’s incoming
President, I would like to take this opportunity to thank Gerald (Jerry) Genge
for all his hard work over the past
couple of years. With our monthly dinner meetings reinstated, the creation of
OBEC’s technical committees and the
establishment of Pushing the Envelope
as a national magazine, there are many
opportunities for OBEC members to
either reach out and participate or sit
back and learn. Given that the planning
for Pushing the Envelope’s spring edition
and CCBST 14 (Canadian Conference
on Building Science and Technology)
is underway; we can never have enough
input from our members. For the record, PTE’s spring edition will focus on
housing, so please don’t hesitate to contact us regarding articles for inclusion in
the publication.
All in all, this issue of Pushing the Envelope makes for good bedside reading,
so sit back, relax and enjoy.
n
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Alkali Etching
of Glass
By Ian Miller, P.Eng., LEED AP, Project Engineer Building Science and Restoration, Read Jones Christoffersen Ltd.

L

et’s start off with some simple chemistry: SiO2 + OH-  SiOH + SiO.
Now, I know this isn’t a balanced
equation but what I have shown here are
the important parts: this is a chemical reaction where an alkaline solution (OH-)
reacts to dissolve silica (SiO2). Why is this
important? Well, silica is a major component (roughly 75 per cent) of typical sodalime glass normally used for window glazing and it is dissolved by a simple alkaline
solution.
So what’s the big deal? Why would you
have alkaline solutions anywhere near glazing anyways? Well, when rainwater soaks
into unsealed concrete, the material that
sometimes leaches out, often referred to as
lime scale, is chemically known as calcium
hydroxide—and it’s an alkali. This alkaline
solution can leach out of concrete cladding
panels and if a cladding panel has a poor
drip edge detail, or no drip edge, the solution can run onto the glazing where, over
time, it can dissolve the glass.
Now, we’re not talking about dissolving
a hole through a window or anything like
that but rather dissolving microscopic bits
of glass, creating areas of pitting. A building owner may initially see this as just lime
scale build-up that can simply be washed
away but, unfortunately, while the lime
scale can be removed, the damage to the
glazing is already done. The glass has been
etched by the alkali and will have a foggy
appearance in those areas, having lost its
polish. Depending on how the leachate has
washed over the windows, the glass corrosion can be localized to small areas, can
manifest as streaking or can coat the glazing uniformly. Over time, this continued
cycle of etching of the glass can reduce the
transparency to virtually zero. Needless to

Poor detailing can be seen where the precast concrete panel has no drip edge and sits
nearly flush with the window, allowing rainwater (and seeping calcium hydroxide) to run
down onto the glazing.
say, nobody wants the corner office where
you can’t even see out of the windows.
The trick is knowing whether the window is etched or just dirty. Luckily, this is
an easy determination that can be made
quickly with little effort or advanced equipment. If you can remove the discolouration
or staining by scraping the surface with a
blade (i.e. razor-blade scraper), then the
problem is a surface contaminant; however,
if the haze remains, the glass is etched.
The reason this condition isn’t more
widespread is that in order for the etching
to occur, there must be the right set of circumstances. There has to be the alkaline
solution—the more porous a concrete
cladding panel is, the more likely rainwater
will soak in and leach out containing calcium hydroxide. Masonry buildings’ mortar joints, being a cementitious product,
can also be a source of calcium hydroxide.
There also needs to be a source of water
to soak into the panels. Cladding exposed
to a greater number and severity of rain
events will therefore produce more leachate. This alkaline solution also has to make

its way onto the glass. Since every building
is of a different design, the drainage paths
are also different. Buildings with strip windows between concrete cladding panels
with poor drop edges are obviously more
susceptible.
Time is another factor. While the alkaline solution will start to corrode the glass
immediately, it is a very slow reaction; if
windows are promptly cleaned after rain
events, the glass corrosion can be stopped.
When more of the alkaline solution makes
its way onto the glass, the reaction continues. The total length of time the glass is
exposed to the alkaline determines the severity of the corrosion; for a building whose
glazing is regularly exposed to the alkaline
leachate but whose windows are cleaned
regularly, the etching that occurs will be
minimized in each instance; however, over
time this building will show greater and
greater degrees of etching.
Prevention
So what’s the solution to this problem?
The solution is to prevent this condition
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from occurring in the first place! Proper
detailing of concrete cladding with an effective drip edge should keep the majority of rainwater from running down the
concrete and onto the glazing. Sealing the
concrete with a surface sealer (i.e. silane)
should prevent the rainwater from soaking into the cladding in the first place.
For existing buildings, the addition of a
drip edge can be accomplished through
the use of metal head flashings. Also, concrete surface sealers can be applied in-situ
to drastically reduce the porosity of the
concrete.
While adding proper flashings and
surface sealers should prevent the etching from continuing, unfortunately, once
the glass surface has become etched, the
only fix while retaining the existing glass
is to re-polish the surface of the glass to
restore the clarity. This process involves
the use of caustic materials, such as
hydrofluoric acid that can dissolve a layer
of the glass in a short time period. But
since these chemicals are so caustic they
are considered dangerous, they cannot
reasonably be used on buildings where
the space below the work area may be
travelled by pedestrians or vehicles. The
chemicals used can also damage other
building components, such as window
frames and sealants, so in the majority
of cases this is a rather impractical solution. While expensive, the best solution is
most often to replace the glass itself. This
can often be done as part of a project to
upgrade the thermal performance of the
building, replacing the glazing with new,
more efficient units.
The potential for alkali etching of glazing is certainly something to keep in mind
when detailing for new construction and
the next time you’re looking at a building
where the glazing looks like it could use
a good scrub, it might not hurt to take a
second look since a good scrub might not
have much effect.
n

Shown here is etched glazing as seen from the interior immediately after a thorough cleaning of the glass.
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Ian Miller has been a member of Read
Jones Christoffersen’s Building Science and
Restoration group since 2004. His work in
building envelope science has provided him
with experience in performance evaluation,
design and remediation for walls, windows,
curtainwalls and roofing, and the application of computer technologies in heat, air
and moisture transport modeling.
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Manitoba Hydro Place:
A Unique Building Envelope
By Tom Akerstream, Project Manager, Manitoba Hydro

M

anitoba Hydro, the primary
energy utility in the Province
of Manitoba, was committed to
creating a high performance building that
established a new standard of excellence
for its corporate head office in Winnipeg,
Manitoba. 360 is not just the street address
of Manitoba Hydro Place (the building
is located at 360 Portage Avenue) it also
represents a new way of thinking when it
comes to the planning, design and construction of this state-of-the-art tower.
A comprehensive Integrated Design
Process (IDP) allowed the team to look at
the whole picture—the full 360 degrees—
for the best way to produce this extraordinary building. The 696,000 sq. ft. building,
completed in 2009, has raised the bar for
high-rise buildings in Canada by setting
unprecedented standards in energy efficiency and sustainability. The key to the
success of the building is the unique building envelope.
Utilizing the IDP, Manitoba Hydro
spent over a year assembling the design
team. Once selected, the team was instructed to meet a Project Charter which
contained six objectives:
1. Supportive Workplace: A healthy and
effective contemporary office environment for employees that is adaptable to
changing technology and a workplace
environment for present and future
needs;
2. World Class Energy Efficiency: Achieve
60 per cent greater energy efficiency
than the Canadian federal standard;
3. Sustainability: Achieve at least LEED
Gold certification;
4. Signature Architecture: Design to
celebrate the importance of Manitoba
Hydro to the province and to enhance
downtown Winnipeg’s image;
5. Urban Regeneration: Strengthen and
contribute to the sustainable future of
Winnipeg’s downtown; and

A rendering of the south side of Manitoba Hydro Place.
6. Cost: A cost‐effective and a sound financial investment.
The building’s downtown location led
to a podium-tower form, which enhances
the street-level activity around the site.
The podium, which varies from two to
three storeys, suits the surrounding scale
and encourages street-level retail activity. Two 18-storey office lofts, resembling
a capital ‘A’ shape from above, rest on
the podium to accommodate the required
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office area. The form is driven by solar and
prevailing wind orientations, maximizing
daylight and optimizing passive systems
for ventilation, heating and cooling. The
towers are joined by three six-storey winter
gardens or atria that face directly south to
take full advantage of solar passive energy
arising from Winnipeg’s abundant hours of
sunlight. By minimizing the north facing
surface area, the building’s triangular form
reduces energy loss.

n

n
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Manitoba Hydro Place Curtain Walls
The following is a list of specifications of the different curtain walls of Manitoba Hydro Place.
Property

GL-1 Vision

GL-2 Vision

GL-3 Vision

GL-4a Vision

Glazing layer 1

10mm, HS-LI

8mm, HS-LI
low e #2

10mm, HS-LI

8mm, HS-LI FR/low e#2,
laminated

Space

15mm, argon

N/A

15mm, argon

N/A

8mm, HS-LI low e #3

N/A

8mm, HS-LI low e #3

N/A

Space

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Glazing layer 3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

U MAX (W/m2K)

1.45

3.8

1.45

3.8

Visible light trans. min.

0.80

0.82

0.80

0.82

Solar heat gain coeff. min.

0.61

0.73

0.61

0.73

Edge seal

Grey

N/A

Grey

N/A

Property

GL-4b Vision

GL-5 Vision

GL-5 Spandrel

GL-6a Spandrel

Glazing layer 1

Glazing layer 2

8mm, HS-LI low e#2

8mm, HS-LI FR low e #2

8mm, HS-LI FR low e #2

8mm, HS- blue tint

Space

N/A

15mm, argon

15mm, argon

N/A

Glazing layer 2

N/A

6mm, HS-LI

6mm, HS-LI

N/A

Space

N/A

15mm, argon

N/A

N/A

Glazing layer 3

N/A

6mm, HS-LI, low e #5

N/A

N/A

U max (W/m2K)

3.8

0.75

1.45

N/A

Property

GL-9d Vision

GL-9e Spandrel

GL-9f Spandrel

GL-10 Vision

Glazing layer 1

8mm, HS-LI FR/low e#2

8mm, HS-LI low e #2

8mm, HS-LI FR/low e #2

10mm, HS- LI

Space

15mm, argon

15mm, argon

15mm, argon

15mm, argon

Glazing layer 2

6mm, HS-LI

6mm, HS-LI

6mm, HS-LI

8mm, HS-LI, low e #3

Space

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Glazing layer 3

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

U max (W/m2K)

1.45

1.45

1.45

1.45

Visible light trans. min.

0.80

0.80

0.80

0.80

Solar heat gain coeff. min.

0.61

0.61

0.61

0.61

Black

Black

Black

Grey

Edge seal

Property

GL-11a Vision

GL-11b Vision

Glazing layer 1

8mm, HS-LI low e #2

8mm, HS-LI low e #2

Space

15mm, argon

15mm, argon

Glazing layer 2

6mm, HS-LI

6mm, HS-LI

Space

N/A

15mm, argon

Glazing layer 3

N/A

6mm, HS-LI low e #5

U max (W/m2K)

1.45

0.75

Visible light trans. min.

0.80

0.68

Solar heat gain coeff. min.
Edge seal

Every floor of the eighteen-storey tower
is divided into groups organized around
the six-story atria, each with independent
air inputs and exhaust. Each leg of the

0.61

0.50

Black

Black

floor plate contains column-free loft space,
raised access floors and exposed concrete
ceilings. The design provides maximum
flexibility and optimal heating and cooling

strategies, while also ensuring adaptability
to future change and use.
To meet these objectives, the building
design required a climatically-responsive
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The north-east green roof of Manitoba Hydro Place.
solution. The key was a building envelope
that needed to react dynamically to Winnipeg’s severe climate. When the team
analyzed Winnipeg’s climate, they identified southerly winds (up to 20 mph) and
abundant winter sunlight as opportunities.
Although annual daily temperatures seasonally fluctuate between -35 and +36 degrees C in Winnipeg, the city is ranked as
one of the sunniest year-round in Canada.
In addition, the architect wanted to create
a seamless transition between internal and
external space.
The building envelope challenge was to
design specific curtain walls for the specific
climatic characteristics. To this end, Brook
Van Dalen, a building envelope specialist,
was added to the design team to lead the
building envelope development. The final
building envelope design yielded 11 different curtain walls; each performing its own
unique specific function.
The east and west double façade is the
key element in the passive solar design and
is the only double wall in North America
featuring four unique features: low iron
glass, the double glazing on the outer
board, a hard pyrolytic coating on the exposed inner surface and the ability to react
to the changing climatic conditions.
The double wall functions in three basic
modes: summer, winter and intermediary.
The exterior component consists of a glass
and aluminum double-glazed curtain wall
separated by one metre from the building’s

interior single-glazed windows, creating a
buffer zone that traps heat. Like a winter
parka, the buffer zone keeps the building
warm in the winter. Even at outdoor temperatures below -30°C, space temperatures
within these zones quickly climb to +20°C
due to solar gain. What’s unique about
Manitoba Hydro Place’s double façade,
however, is it also works in the summer
to cool the building. The windows on the
outer curtain wall open and close automatically based on weather conditions
pertaining to temperature and precipitation, as determined by two on-site weather
stations.
During the intermediary mode, the external windows are opened, as are the interior windows. This allows venting of the
double façade and enables natural ventilation via the solar chimney—a first among
North American office towers. When outside conditions are appropriate, the building management system sends a pop-up
to the building occupant’s computers, requesting that they open the interior-wall
windows. Occupants control the window
opening to maintain comfortable indoor
temperature and air movement. This allows for natural ventilation at Manitoba
Hydro Place for 40 per cent of occupied
hours. The double-facade also permits
shading devices to be external to the office space, yet protected from outside elements. The shade louvers, using real-time
weather data, automatically raise, lower
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and tilt to trap solar energy in the winter
and deflect it away from the building in
summer (to prevent overheating). The
shades also function as glare control and
can be adjusted by all employees with their
computer.
The floor to ceiling low iron glass curtain wall also maximizes day lighting of
the interior space. In collaboration with a
narrow, open floor plan, high ceilings and
low-height furnishings, daylight penetrates
deep into the office space and reduces artificial lighting loads for up to 80 per cent of
the time during normal office hours. Daylight sensors in the light fixtures seamlessly
modulate artificial light output to maintain
a consistent quality and quantity of light.
The use of low-iron glass makes the curtain
wall exceptionally clear and maximizes visual transmittance and views for employees.
Given the uniqueness of the system,
cost and importance, the double façade
system was tested extensively utilizing two
different processes. A series of tests with a
portion of the double façade were tested
at National Certified Testing Laboratories
in Pennsylvania. Additional testing of the
double façade was conducted at Red River
College in Winnipeg, where a full bay of
the office loft was constructed in the CARSI building. The double façade formed part
of the CARSI building’s envelope, where a
series of additional performance related
tests were conducted. An interesting piece
of information was that the results of the
field testing demonstrated higher performance than estimated with the computer
simulations. The mock ups were invaluable
in identifying operable window placement,
weaknesses in hardware, etc.
The remaining 10 curtain walls also
perform according to their unique requirements. For example, there are three different types of frit that are used to reduce
varying amounts of solar gain while also
adding to the architecture. The southern
loft tip triple glazed windows have frit in a
series of white strips that reduce solar gain
by 40 per cent. The west side clerestory and
galleria windows have a black frit applied
as a sputter coat that reduces solar gain by
50 per cent.
Manitoba Hydro Place’s unique building envelope enabled it to meet all of the
goals identified in the Project Charter resulting in the most sustainable, energy efficient office tower in North America. n

n
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Design for Daylight
in Office Buildings

Loblaws Companies Ltd. headquarters in Brampton, Ontario. Photo provided by Shai Gil.

By John Gillanders, Sweeny Sterling Finlayson &Co Architects Inc.

T

he design and construction of
most office buildings over the last
50 years has suffered from a lack
of imagination. In fact, the formula for office building design, which has been created by landlords and supported by tenants,
has become so standardized that office
space has generally become a commodity
described only in square feet.
This standardization has come about
from the landlords’ desire to offer comparable office space in the commercial
marketplace, based on the assumption
that the typical product is good enough
and that constructing similar buildings
will allow them to offer competitive rental
rates. The idea of re-thinking the way that
the physical design of office buildings can
be made to provide a better working environment has not been much of a priority
to users or owners and this has resulted
in buildings that are not as comfortable or
efficient as they could be.
Happily, this attitude is rapidly
changing. Sweeny Sterling Finlayson &Co

Architects (&Co) has been at the forefront of re-thinking the ways that office
buildings can be designed and built to create more comfortable and more efficient
workspaces. These concepts are being embraced by both building users and owners.
As a part of the wholesale reconsideration of office building design, we have
created buildings that include natural
daylighting strategies as a major design
initiative. Integral to these strategies is
the use of motorized, automated interior
light shelves, which reflect diffused natural light deep within the building and act as
a window shade to block direct glare. One
of the earliest examples of this type of
light shelf was installed at the headquarters for Loblaw Companies Ltd. (LCL) in
Brampton, Ontario.
Our primary goals in designing office
buildings are to create environments that
are comfortable and efficient. Daylighting plays a major role in the creation of
comfortable spaces by maintaining a connection between the building’s occupants

and the outside world. The subtle changes
in natural lighting conditions that occur
throughout the day—and vary throughout the year—create a dynamic interior
environment that is comfortable and connected to the natural environment when
they are brought into an office space.
Daylighting strategies also promote
views to outside, further strengthening
the interior connection to the exterior and
increasing the comfort of the space. Large
glass areas, light shelves and automated
shading systems are tools to increase the
effectiveness of daylighting.
Still, there can be too much of a good
thing. Direct sunlight on a workspace
causes glare which must be addressed
through design.
Design considerations
Building configuration and orientation is the most significant method to
control interior glare. At the LCL office, for example, the building is designed
in long thin bars that are oriented due
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Of course, the answer is that in the
world of commercial office buildings, no
building can cost much more to build than
any other while remaining competitive in
the leasing market. Even more comfortable and better performing buildings cannot generate much more rent than older
standard office buildings. Generally, office tenants are happy to embrace the
benefits of better buildings but very few
are willing to pay more. So, to install better performing building elements, additional costs must be offset elsewhere in
the design so that the overall construction cost remains competitive. Any new
concept of office buildings must be considered holistically. Finding a design approach that balances cost, maximizes efficiency and promotes user comfort is the
trick.

Photo provided by Sweeny Sterling Finlayson &Co Architects Inc.
north-south on their short axis. This
orientation maximizes the energy efficiency of the building, with respect to
solar orientation, by capturing the most
daylight while allowing exterior shading
to minimize solar heat gain. In this case,
the majority of workspace is directed due
south, facing higher sun angles that are
easier to control into a central atrium
that is filled with diffused sunlight, or
due north, where direct sun penetration
during normal working hours is minimal.
In fact, At the Loblaw building, no sun
shading was necessary on the north-facing glazing, which maximizing the benefit of glare-free daylighting and saving
construction cost.
Although a building’s orientation and
configuration will have the greatest influence on the effectiveness of daylighting,
a perfect orientation is rarely possible
because of building site constraints. Even
under ideal siting conditions, there are
areas of a building that require shading
to prevent glare. At the Loblaw building,
and many of our other office projects, we
used a combination of high-efficiency,
low-e glazing that moderates sun transmission to about 60 per cent visible light
transmittance, fixed exterior horizontal

sunshades, automated motorized interior
roller shades and adjustable light shelves.
Apart from the motorized light shelves,
which are our own invention, these techniques are tried and true. But who wants
to pay for these more expensive building
elements?

Photo provided by Shai Gil.
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Multi-purpose components
In our building designs, we use building components in imaginative ways to
serve more than one purpose. In addition
to exceeding traditional expectations in
terms of comfort, these buildings provide
superior efficiency; saving cost, space and
energy. For instance, the use of a raisedfloor, under-floor air distribution system
allows for the elimination of a typical suspended ceiling in the space. The exposed
concrete structure serves the multiple
purposes of building structure and ceiling

n

finish, while creating a taller, more open
space within the office without increasing
the floor-to-floor height. This increased
height within the workspace improves the
effectiveness of artificial indirect lighting
by improved distribution which reduces
the number of required fixtures. Similarly, the interior light shelves are more effective in a taller, more open space, which
can provide deeper reflection of natural
light.
Our light shelf design itself performs
double-duty. Like all light shelves, it
reflects sunlight off the ceiling for diffused natural lighting in the space. It
also serves as a translucent shade by tilting up into a near vertical position when
a low sun angle would direct light over
the interior edge of the shelf, causing a
glare condition. Using the light shelf as
a window shade minimizes the extent of
interior blinds and assists in offsetting
the cost of the overall daylight control
installation.
Further, using sun sensor controls and
motor operators to automate the light
shelf and roller shade system solves a fundamental problem in manually controlled
shading systems: the fact that occupants
will draw down the shades to block glare
and never bother to open them again
when the glare condition has passed. Calibrated, automatic controls optimize the
daylighting system so that natural light
is brought into the office space whenever
it is beneficial. Not only do the building
occupants get the advantage of a comfortable and naturally-lit space, building operators can realize a major energy savings.
Another benefit can be found in automating the shade and light shelf system to
maximize daylighting, as it significantly
reduces office power consumption. Artificial lights are controlled by sensors that
allow them to be lit only when natural daylighting is inadequate.
Improved daylighting efficiencies are
found through the use of sophisticated
sun-tracking software and addressable
shading device motors. This system controls building shades using a virtual model
of the sun’s daily path to determine precisely which areas of the building are experiencing a glare condition at any given
moment. This solar model, in combination with a virtual model of the physical
surroundings of the building, allow for

shading and reflections from adjacent
buildings to influence the control of individual shade and light shelf motors for
exact control of glare where needed. This
contributes to the overall improved building performance.
Break the mould
Daylighting in buildings is hardly new
but the optimization of natural light in
modern office buildings is a big change
from the typical approach. The simple
common sense of using sunlight to create
a more comfortable and energy-efficient
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workplace has allowed us to strategically
improve the performance of our projects.
Maximizing the benefit of natural light
in the office, within a fixed construction
budget, requires a new and holistic approach to office design that breaks the
mould of the typical office building as a
commodity and can succeed through imagination, invention and thoughtful design.
n
John Gillanders is Principal, LEED AP
at Sweeny Sterling Finlayson &Co Architects Inc.
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Innovative Glass:
Improving Energy Efficiency
By John Carpenter, President, Clearstream Intl. Products Ltd.

The Seattle Public Library showcases Okatech aluminum mesh, the same material used
for the Stouffville, Ontario arena.

T

he performance requirements for
insulating glass are becoming increasingly complex as demands
from all sectors of the architectural community force measurable innovation. It appears that architectural glass is playing an
ever-increasing role in the overall improvement of a building’s energy efficiency. In
order to maximize the building’s operating
potential, companies such as Schott Architectural Glass are creating individual design solutions for every building. Insulating
capacity, sun protection and solar energy
transmittance must be carefully adjusted
to the particular boundary conditions. New
developments such as BIPV photovoltaic,
tintable glass and insulated glazing units
with intelligent interlayers are among the
wide range of new and innovative glazing
technologies for today and for the future.

Growing energy standards such as the
2030 Challenge, LEED and others are
paving the way for new, more efficient
glazing products. Improvements in insulating glass, such as the use of translucent
Silica-Aerogel inside the cavity, have enabled U-Values to reach <0.3W/m2K!
Silica Aerogels prevent convection and
conduction within the cavity. In the future,
evacuated glass units may achieve even
lower values once the challenge of building
a permanent vacuum assembly is achieved.
In the meantime, triple and quad glazing
units combined with various types of gas
and low-e coatings will continue to challenge existing insulation boundaries.
Thermal insulation is only one parameter; therefore, it is essential to consider
all physical and solar parameters of the
glass. In many cases, modern buildings
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tend to overheat during summer months.
Cooling a room by air-conditioning requires approximately double the energy
as compared to warming the air temperature in the same space. Thus, in overall energy consumption by buildings, a
carefully-designed shading system or day
lighting system often is more effective
than some improvement in thermal insulation. The physical properties, insulating
capacity, visual light transmittance and
total solar energy transmittance must be
carefully considered depending on individual boundary conditions in order to
achieve optimal performance. Total solar
energy transmittance (TSET), also known
as “g value” or solar heat gain coefficient
(SHGC) considers the entire solar range
from 250nm >2,500 nm including UV, visible and IR parts of the spectrum. In addition to direct transmission, these values
address secondary heat gain. This is heat
generated by absorbed radiation, which is
shifted into the IR range and emitted in
any direction. Now let us consider some
solutions.
Control of total solar
energy and direct light
transmission
Nowadays, intelligent glazings are
available, which allow a natural heat gain
in cool weather months and limit transmission during warm weather months, while
providing shading. Schott / Okalux offer
several intelligent glazing solutions, such
as those found in the new Stouffville Arena
Complex in Ontario, a project by Shore
Tilbe Perkins and Will. For the entrance
and mezzanine areas, the goal was to bring
natural light into the building but prevent
direct morning light from entering the
north arena through the exterior curtain
wall. This was achieved using Okatech insulated glass with an integrated aluminum

n

The University of Michigan football practice facility, which showcases Okalux glass, has
reported an energy savings nearing 50 per cent.
mesh on the east and north side of the
entrance and mezzanine areas. Okatech
selectively controls how and when sunlight
enters a building, based upon the sun’s location in the sky. For example, when the
sun is high, the inlay screen prevents direct
sunlight from entering the facility while allowing indirect and diffuse transmission
sufficient to light the interior space with
minimal heat gain. Conversely, during
cold weather months, Okatech allows a
greater percentage of direct sunlight into
the building, lowering heating costs and
increasing occupant comfort. The use of
metal mesh inside the glass cavity also creates a distinct design aesthetic.
Buildings can achieve this effect with
many engineered materials, including
farm-grown exotic woods, as used in the
Perkins and Will designed Brooklin Library and Community Centre in Brooklin,
Ontario. Ryerson University Media Centre, designed by Diamond and Schmitt,
uses stationary asymmetrical aluminum
louvers inside the Insulated Glazing Unit
(IGU) to achieve optimal year-round heat
gains and daylighting. Fully maneuverable
and controllable louvers are also possible
but these require mechanical systems that
are vulnerable to failure over time.
Daylighting
Clearstream International Products
Ltd. can model light transmission into a
building using radiance software and accurately demonstrate how the building

Okatech selectively
controls how and
when sunlight enters a
building, based
upon the sun’s location
in the sky.
will perform in terms of daylighting and
other factors at any time throughout
the year. The company has had instances where clients wanted to know what
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natural daylighting levels would be like
under bright sunlight, overcast skies with
rain and even snow on the ground.
With daylighting, the challenge is to
bring natural daylight into the building
yet eliminate glare and control solar heat
gain. Products such as Okalux insulating
glazings with light diffusing capillaries can
help achieve balanced internal lighting
conditions, while reducing or eliminating
the need for artificial daytime lights. Okalux uses translucent insulation materials
to achieve very low solar energy gains. An
extra benefit is excellent sound insulation.
The result is the achievement of comfortable lighting and heating conditions while
energy consumption for heating, cooling
and artificial lighting is reduced.
We are witnessing exciting innovation
in the glazing area which will continue to
drive efficiency gains in both commercial
and residential construction. In the next
few years, we will see new advances in
glass technology and IGU construction,
which will be driven by challenging new
standards and the longer range goal of
Zero Energy structures. Change is coming to the glazing industry and, in this
case, change is good.
n
John Carpenter is president of Clearstream Intl. Products Ltd., which represents
Schott Architectural Glass and several other
specialized architectural glass lines in eastern Canada and Michigan.

The Brooklin, Ontario Library and Community Center.
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First Canadian Place:
Redefining an Icon

By Vladimir Maleev, M.Eng., P.Eng., Halsall Associates and Hamid
Vossoughi, P.E., P.Eng., Halsall Associates

T

owering 72 floors above Toronto’s Financial District,
First Canadian Place (FCP) has remained unrivalled as
a Canadian icon and the tallest commercial landmark in
the country since its construction in 1975. Developed by Olympia
and York Developments and designed by acclaimed architects
Edward Durell Stone and Bregman+Hamann Architects, FCP
was the tallest office tower in the Commonwealth at a height of
971ft (296 m) until the 1995 construction of Malaysia’s Petronas
Towers.
Ongoing deterioration of the marble cladding prompted the
building owners to consider updating the building façade both
visually and structurally. In late 2007, they decided to replace the
stone veneer with a new cladding system.
Background
From the exterior to the interior, the original marble panel
wall assembly consisted of:
• Marble cladding panels, nominally 1-1/4 in. (32 mm) thick;
• A 7-1/4 in. (185 mm) vented cavity, including 3 in. (75 mm) of
mechanically fastened glass fibre batt insulation; and
• A 3/8 in. (10 mm) thick structural steel liner spanning between steel columns. The liner joints were sealed to provide
the air flow and vapour control.
The marble cladding was designed as a rainscreen system
where any water bypassing the marble panels was directed
back outside by internal flashings. The cavity pressures were
moderated through vents above the flashings and in the exterior
sealant joints and by compartmenting the cavity between the
marble and steel liner with metal closures.
The steel liner acts as the air flow control layer and the
structural support for the cladding and also provides lateral load
resistance to the building structure. The liner spans between
columns and windows. There are steel stiffeners and fireproofing
on the interior side of the liner.
Marble veneer performance
Within a decade after FCP’s construction, the marble
cladding was showing signs of strength loss and weathering.
This degradation, known as “thermal hysteresis,” is typically
characterized by bowing and/or short edge cracks. The extent
to which this condition can unacceptably weaken a marble
panel is a function of the marble’s natural properties (including
grain orientation, porosity and material strength). At FCP, the
deterioration of the marble panels was further exacerbated by an
increase in the wind loads on the tower cladding.
An extensive maintenance program was implemented to
evaluate, identify and replace panels that no longer provided
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First Canadian Place this April during the re-cladding process.
acceptable capacity. By 2008, approximately 10 per cent of the
marble panels had been replaced, resulting in a “checkerboard”
of weathered and new stone. Extensive material testing identified
loss of material strength due to weathering similar to other
documented research. The owners decided to re-clad the marble
façade to manage future deterioration and to upgrade aesthetics.
New cladding concept and design
challenges
Choosing a new cladding system to meet the owners’
aesthetic objectives for this iconic building required balancing
performance, durability, constructability and future maintenance
requirements. Completing this cladding replacement program
while the existing building remained fully occupied presented an
additional challenge. The project objectives also required that
the existing windows remain in place.
Consultations between the design team and the owners on
various aesthetic choices led to a design that involved replacing
the eight marble spandrel panels between columns with a single
unitized glass spandrel panel (USP) covering the majority of the
400,000 sq. ft. (37,000 m2) re-cladding area. The USP consists
of four-sided structural silicone glazing and triple-laminated
heat-treated glass. The typical white panels are about seven feet
high by 9.5 feet wide (2.13 m by 2.9 m) with a fritted pattern.

n
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The glass panels maintain the exterior screen function of the
original marble. The solution satisfied the requirements for a
high degree of quality control in the fabrication and assembly of
the USPs in shop and for repeatability in sequence during field
construction.
The design of the largest triple laminated glass application
in North America presented unique engineering challenges. The
biggest obstacle was that glass breaks suddenly when it is loaded
to its maximum. Also, the structural interlayer that bonds the
glass lites together exhibits temperature-dependent properties
that caused it to lose strength under high temperatures. The
engineering team utilized a combination of design standards,
finite element analysis and research to come up with an optimized
design that could accommodate nearly 100 per cent increase in
wind loads over the original marble cladding design.
Closing remarks
The new cladding system design was a collaborative team
effort between the design team and leaders in the construction
and manufacturing industries. The overall team succeeded in
delivering a best-in-class cladding system that balanced aesthetics,
durability, safety, constructability and future maintenance.
The project entered the construction phase in late 2009 and is
currently scheduled for completion in early 2012.
n
Vladimir Maleev and Hamid Vossoughi are project managers in
Halsall Associates’ Building Restoration Group with special interest
in building enclosure systems.
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The Emerging Power of
Vacuum in Vacuum Insulation
Panels
By Anil Parekh, M.A.Sc., P.Eng., CanmetENERGY-Ottawa of Natural Resources Canada.

V

acuum insulation panels (VIPs) are the newest emerging technological breakthrough for Canadian residential and the ICI construction markets. Used successfully
for cryogenics and in the space industry, vacuum insulation panels can achieve significantly higher insulation values with thinner
construction.
VIPs are either made with an open porous powder or a rigid,
gas-porous core made from silica gel, compressed silica or fibreglass board. They are encased and vacuumed in a gas impermeable skin of aluminum foil or aluminum/plastic composite membrane under a high degree of vacuum (less than 0.1 milli-bar)
to reduce convection and conduction heat transfer. The encased
material is impregnated with desiccants and getters for absorbing
any gases over time. In addition, the surface of the VIP panel is
reflective, to minimize radiant heat transfer. As a result, the thermal insulating capacity of the VIP is up to ten times higher than
current commercially-available insulating materials (Figure 1).
The vacuum insulation panels are particularly useful in places
where space is at a premium or where energy demand is high.The
higher insulating values of VIPs can affectively reduce the thickness of building envelopes. The thermal resistance of vacuum insulation panels range R-30 to R-45 per inch thickness.

claiming 40 to 60 years of life span. Recently published, ASTM
Standard C1484-10 deals not only with product specifications
and insulation performance tests but also puncture tests, which
somewhat alleviate concerns regarding the fragile handling of
VIPs, though the panels still should be handled carefully and
protected during construction. VIPs should not be seen as standalone insulation material due to practicality and construction
related issues; they work best when combined with traditional
insulation materials.
The first known Canadian field demonstration of VIPs is in
Burnaby, B.C. The project team of Harmony House (www.harmony-house.ca), successful winner of CMHC’s EQuilibrium™
Sustainable Housing Demonstration Initiative, is building exterior walls with vacuum insulation panels. With a number of mockups and field tests, the Harmony House team adopted to install
15mm-thick VIP (supplied by Panasonic Canada) in the stud cavity (Figure 2), covered by a 50mm foil-faced isocyanurate foam
board on the exterior and spray-foam on the interior, providing
an effective insulation value of more than R-40.

Figure 2. A typical example of VIPs located in the stud cavity.
Provided by Chris Mattock of Habitat Design + Consulting Ltd. Chris
is associated with the Harmony House project team in Burnaby, BC.
Figure 1. Thermal resistivity of VIPs compared against several
common insulating materials.
With technological improvements in the last several years,
including improvements in core materials and manufacturing
processes, the quality and durability of vacuum insulation panels is significantly better. Several manufacturers of VIPs are now
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Challenges
There are several challenges associated with the use of VIPs
in construction, such as:
• The skin of VIPs cannot be punctured (even a micro pinhole)
during shipping, handling, storage, construction or post-construction otherwise the vacuum will be lost.
• VIPs cannot be cut on the construction site.

n

• Methods for the mounting of VIPs have to be developed to
protect them for the life of the building.
• Some VIPs lose vacuum over time, thereby reducing performance. At some point (estimated to be 50-60 years), the panel
may require replacing.
It is important to note that not a single VIP product has been
CCMC-certified yet; often a requirement for local building code
authorities. The gas-impermeable envelope of all VIPs forms a vapour barrier and as such must comply with requirements of NBC
Section 9.25 with regard to the ratio of outboard to inboard thermal resistance. Any contact must be prevented between aluminum
foil VIP barriers and metal electrical boxes or other exposed metal
components of household wiring; this helps prevent an electrical
current passing through the aluminum foil, puncturing of the gas
barrier or possible corrosion of dissimilar metals in contact with
one another. The Harmony House demonstration identified a
number of such construction-related issues that must be solved
before vacuum insulation panels become a common item.
When it comes to the cost of VIPs, according to the current
estimates at the field trial stage, a two-storey, 2,000 sq. ft. home
going from a conventional 2” x 6” wood framed (R-18) to R-44
VIP wall is about $11 per sq. ft. The same R-44 level of performance can be achieved by a double-stud wall with an increment
cost of about $7 per sq. ft. of wall. However, with a double-stud
wall there will be a loss of about 145 sq. ft. of living space due to
the increased thickness of walls.
Natural Resources Canada is involved in developing constructible and durable applications of VIPs for housing and
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The far right of this wall assembly shows exterior-side iso-board,
the middle is complete with iso-board, VIP and iso-foam and the
left portion is finished with perimeter sealed with foam.
exploring emerging technologies for building envelopes. VIPs
have potential to push the thermal performance of building envelope to a much higher level appropriately suitable for net-zero
energy housing, without sacrificing living space.
n
Anil Parekh is the senior research manager for CanmetENERGY
Ottawa, Natural Resources Canada.
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Daylighting: More than Glass

d

By Blair Davies, P.Eng., VP, Engineered Assemblies

T

hink about where we have come
from and where we are going.
Man used to live in dark places
because it kept the cold out and heat in
but meant that precious fuel was used to
bring light. Light brought safety, the ability to function and get things done and
the ability to broaden productivity beyond the daylight hours. Then we figured
out how to create good building envelopes and bring light into the space during the day. Precious fuel could be used
only before and after daylight hours.
Then glass. Seems that although glass
jewelry and decorations are centuries
old, sheet glass and the production of
windows is only a few hundred years
old. This brought massive amounts of
glass into buildings. Architects and, indeed, citizens reveled in the use of natural light in buildings. Precious fuel can
be saved from lighting but, wow, was

a big problem created. Glass does not
have the thermal properties or building
envelope performance of solid walls.
By allowing too much glass, the interior
environment was cold or hot. Precious
fuel is now used to cool or heat the environment. Why, we could build entire
building envelopes with glass if we could
solve the thermal question. Glass also
creates other structural issues, like the
need to have frames that keep it stiff to
endure, which cannot be structural for
the building, and other issues not discussed here.
But hold it. Why, again, do we want
glass? Natural light makes us feel good
and reduces the need for lighting in the
daytime. For heating season, the light
can improve solar heat gain, thereby
reducing heating costs. Why is transparency needed? Is it for safety, aesthetics, communication, etc.? These needs
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are not completely aligned. Can we get
thermal performance and natural light,
where transparency is not needed? Can
we put transparency where needed but
get natural light in another way?
Yes; with translucent, high performance walls and skylights! Light gets
through but vision does not and translucent walls and skylights provide much
better thermal performance. Polycarbonate, specially engineered as a building
envelope, brings together these aspects
(20-56 per cent light transmission in a
wall configuration, R 4.2-10, which is 100
per cent better than typical glazing, proven air vapour barrier building envelope
performance ) with other attributes that
allows architects to design much more
natural light into a space. The benefits of
these types of systems are:
• Much more light anywhere in the
building without peak heat gain,

n

•

•

•
•

•
•

glare, safety issues or other negative
aspects of direct sunlight;
Much higher thermal performance
than glass, with systems reaching up to
the low-end solid wall performance;
Easier structural engineering because
it does not have to be kept stiff like
glass and is 1/10 the weight of glass;
Lower purchase and maintenance
costs, due to the simple assembly;
A whole new aesthetic—you can
spend a fortune on glass trying to
make it translucent;
Higher safety in case of crisis (i.e.,
earthquake, fire, flood); and
Suitable for outdoor structures, too
(i.e., bus and bike shelters and building entrances).

to work under. And at a price that allows the architect to design it in places
glass won’t go. More skylights, more
walls, more canopies bringing natural
light into people’s lives with higher thermal performance for walls, skylights and
roofs. Excellent safety features like fire
performance, in which it will melt but
not spread fire.
Architects and owners are looking for
ways to get back to the original purpose
of buildings: keeping us safe and comfortable but using energy only when it is needed; using daylight during the daytime to
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light our buildings but without sacrificing
thermal performance that would end up
using much more energy. And, oh yeah,
cool aesthetics. Did I mention that?
n
Blair Davies, P.Eng. is the VP and GM
of Engineered Assemblies(EA), which designs façades with architects, sources products across Canada and provides installation and construction services in Ontario.
CPI Daylighting is a leading product in
EA’s portfolio, providing extruded multicell polycarbonate building envelopes for
over 30 years.

Polycarbonate
Polycarbonate is plastic, which used
to be only made into solid sheets. In
that configuration, it was bulletproof
but it was expensive. It tried to mimic
glass but did not achieve that. Extruded
multi-cell polycarbonate achieves the
ability to create a translucent panel and
better structural elements at lower material usage and cost. The light going
through a translucent panel is diffuse
because the honeycomb aspect of the
panel spreads the light. So, no glare.
With as much as 50 per cent of the light,
there is less heat gain but enough light

Mount Pleasant Village, Brampton Ontario. Shelters with CPI Daylighting Quadwall
panels. Photo by Nik Milner Photography.
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In the Spotlight:
Gustav Handegord

G

ustav Handegord, MSc., P. Eng., is one of the founders of Building Science. Not
only is he co-author of the definitive text on building science used in Canadian
Universities, he is a National Research Council Division of Building Research
alumnus and a first generation building scientist. He is a member of the Professional Engineers of Ontario and the Professional Engineers of Saskatchewan, is a fellow of SHRAE
and he has been honoured with the Beckie—now Anthony A. Woods—Award, recognizing his contribution to the design, construction and performance of the building envelope.
At 87 years old, and with 65 years’ experience in the industry, Handegord has been
recognized as the very first “Fellow” of OBEC and has certainly made an impressive
impact on the context of building science.

Q

What inspired you to enter the field
of building science?
I was lucky to be born at the right time,
I went to the right school, I had the right
professor and I got offered the right job,
which I served in several capacities for 35
years.
The main reason was the experience
I gained with the Division of Building Rsearch of the National Research
Council (DBR/NRC) and the association with Dr. Robert Legget and Dr. Neil
Hutcheon. Leggett was a visionary; he saw
the importance of climate in relation to
building and Hutcheon had the technical
expertise to develop the research program
at DBR/NRC and the resultant Canadian
Building Digests, which provided the fundamental aspects of building design and
construction to the industry. They were
first intended for architects but served
other professionals in outlining the principles of building design. Hutcheon’s original paper, Fundamental Considerations
in the Design of Exterior Walls for Buildings,” was published in 1953 and formed
the basis for what most people think of as
“Building Science.”

Q

What has been your biggest accomplishment to date in building science? In the industry as a whole?
As far as accomplishments are concerned, I can say I made a contribution to
the industry by the education work I did
for DBR/NRC in the Building Science
seminars that were held across Canada.

I think that the computer program that
Louis Reginato and I developed, called
Envelope Moisture Performance Due to
Infiltration, Exfiltration, Diffusion and
Drainage (EMPDIEDD), for heat and
moisture analysis in a building is a better tool than those currently promoted.
In collaboration with Tom Ibroni, chief
architect for the Ontario Housing Department, I developed a fully-illustrated
manual for their inspectors, which could
provide an annual input as to the condition of their many buildings for a broad
computer-based assessment.
With Hitesh Doshi of Trow Consulting
Engineers, I developed a computer program that would allow the user to find the
relationship between any sentence, phrase
or section in the National Building code
with each other or to the basic code objectives. Finally, I developed a self-published
book, Building Science and the Building Envelope for teachers, students and
practitioners that was adopted by ABEC,
OBEC, the British Columbia Institute of
Technology (BCIT) and the University of
Toronto for teaching purposes.

Q

What is the most exciting or interesting project that you’ve worked
on? Why?
The most exciting project I had was the
development of the building code analysis with my colleagues at Trow Consulting
Engineers. I was better able to understand
the code and to get help from a number
of leading experts in housing, fire safety,

structural design, acoustics, foundations
and building regulations.

Q

Is there anything about the industry
you wish you could change?
I wish teachers in Building Science
would give their students more insight
into the work of other design professions
and how they relate to each other. They
would benefit greatly from a review and
reading of the relevant past Canadian
Building Digests that are available from
the IBR/NRC website. I doubt very much
that any current teachers or practitioners
will follow this suggestion because they
don’t believe in “old” publications but in
only new or recent writings.
It would be better if all members of
the industry would accept responsibility
for their designs and activities rather than
having third party “commissioners” check
their work.

Q

As a veteran of the building industry, what do you see for the future
of building science? Is there a particular
path you see the industry going toward?
Over the years, building science has
moved toward a concentration on only
heat and moisture in walls, windows and
roofs and not on the many other aspects
of building design. Most groups who
identify themselves working in building
science are only concerned with identifying problems and recommending remedial measures, not with improving design
approaches. The industry is currently
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Movers and Shakers n n n
obsessed with energy conservation, which
is not a technical problem but is a social
one!

Q

Out of all your roles (first generation
building scientist, author, National
Research Council Division of Building
Research alumnus, recipient of the Beckie
and very first Fellow of OBEC), which do
you find most rewarding and why?
I think the most rewarding aspect of
my career is having some of the people
I had as students or acted as mentors for
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telling me that I’ve had some influence on
their lives.
n

In the Spotlight
Do you know somebody who should be
featured in the spotlight in the next issue of
Pushing the Envelope Canada?
E-mail your suggestions to awalld@
matrixgroupinc.net with a sentence or two
about why they should be featured in an upcoming issue of the magazine.
All ideas are subject to approval by
OBEC.

n

Movers and Shakers

Keep an eye on this section of Pushing the
Envelope Canada! It will feature a variety of
industry-related announcements, from the start-up
of new companies and people joining firms to the
celebration of promotions or those settling into
retirement.
Do you know a Mover and Shaker that would
like to be featured in the next issue of Pushing the
Envelope Canada? If so, send your idea to
awalld@matrixgroupinc.net.
All topics must be approved by OBEC.

n

n Movers and Shakers

Write for
Pushing the
Envelope
Canada!

Do you want to write an
expert article for Pushing the
Envelope Canada? We accept
story ideas from across Canada, so if you are working on a
unique project or have industryrelated research to share, send
an e-mail to awalld@matrixgroupinc.net. We are currently
looking for topics for both 2012
issues, published in the spring
and fall.
All topics must be approved
by OBEC.
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A Promise
to Future
Generations:
Update
By M.F. Touchie, E.S. Tzekova, and K.D. Pressnail

I

n the Fall 2010 issue of Pushing the
Envelope Canada, readers were
introduced to “The Promise”—an
oath that creates an ethical duty to protect the rights of future generations. “The
Promise” has come a long way since the
first signing ceremony two years ago.
The third annual signing ceremony took
place this past June at the University of
Toronto, and for the first time, industry
members joined graduating students and
academic staff in signing “The Promise.”
When first developed in 2009, “The Promise” was an oath intended to be taken by
graduating engineers. It was designed to
promote the recognition of the rights of

future generations and to encourage engineers to respect those rights. However,
“The Promise” steering committee soon
realized that in order to make a significant
impact and to drive change on a larger
scale, all people, including those in the
industry, should be encouraged to sign on.
As word of “The Promise” has spread,
the organizers of this initiative have been
invited to speak at a number of industry
events. With the gracious support and
encouragement of members of the board
of directors of the Ontario Building Envelope Council, the organizers are now
focusing on educating industry members
about values of “The Promise.”

As we continue to grow the Promise, we need your help!
We are currently raising funds to further develop our online community. To make
a donation, please go to PFTG.org.
We are also looking for motivated individuals to assist us with growth and outreach strategies. If you are interested in becoming involved with this initiative or if you
would like to become a champion within your own organization, please contact us at:
promisetofuturegen@gmail.com.
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To facilitate the education process and
to better manage the growth in popularity of “The Promise,” the organizers have
developed a website: PTFG.org. This
website has allowed for the automation of
“The Promise” registration process. But
it will be much more. The group would
like to develop an online meeting space
where signatories can share ideas and success stories, stay abreast of issues related
to “The Promise” values, and seek advice
from like-minded colleagues on how to
better protect the rights of future generations. The site will also provide some tools
to assist with spreading the word. For example, “The Promise” kit is a collection of
documents designed to facilitate the creation of events to raise awareness of “The
Promise” in different organizations, which
can currently be accessed by e-mailing the
group at promisetofuturegen@gmail.com.
“Spreading the word” often means
finding a champion within various firms.
Identification of an organizational champion is essential to success. To date,

n

champions within organizations like the
Toronto Construction Association and
GENIVAR have emerged naturally as
proponents who are passionate about
protecting the rights of future generations and who are excited about modifying the ways in which we approach our
decision-making.
So how can you make a difference
within your own organization? Although
our individual contributions may seem
small, collectively we can bring about
change. Protecting the rights of future
generations is really a human rights issue
and Bobby Kennedy saw how individuals
can collectively bring about change in the
way we view human rights.
“It is from numberless diverse acts of
courage and belief that human history is
shaped. Each time a man stands up for an
ideal, or acts to improve the lot of others,
or strikes out against injustice, he sends
forth a tiny ripple of hope; and crossing
each other from a million different centers
of energy and daring, those ripples build a
current which can sweep down the mightiest walls of oppression and resistance.”
Robert Kennedy, 1966
What began as a modest idea is growing and is becoming a current of change
in the way we view the rights of future
generations.
The challenges that humanity faces today are complex and often interrelated. In
order to make more responsible decisions,
collaboration between people of different
backgrounds and professions is required.
“The Promise” is one way to change the
way we approach decision-making because
by signing “The Promise,” an individual
becomes ethically bound to consider the
long-term consequences of their actions.
If every signatory does all they can
within their own sphere of influence to
make the world a better place, together
we can make future generations proud.
The next Promise Signing Ceremony
will take place at the GreenPrint 2012
conference on November 2, 2011. To
register as a signatory in the upcoming
ceremony or for more information about
“The Promise,” please visit PTFG.org.
The $30 registration fee includes your
name on the growing Promise Register
and a framed personalized copy of “The
Promise.” The deadline for registration is
Friday October 7, 2011.
n
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A Promise to Future Generations
Inspired by and adapted from: “THE COUSTEAU SOCIETY /
EQUIPE COUSTEAU”
believe that all generations should have
I,
the opportunity to enjoy the bountiful world that I have come to know.
I believe that all life is precious and inseparable from the environment, and that the wellbeing of humanity is dependent on the condition of this Earth.
I believe in the worth and dignity of all people, present now and in the future.
I believe that the consequences of humanity’s decisions can threaten the ability of future
generations to meet their needs, to fulfill their dreams, and to determine their destinies.
As a citizen of the world, I know there are better paths.
My journey, a product of my choices, shall not be bound by the practices of the past.
Guided by the best foresight that our wisdom can provide, together we shall find responsible solutions that will make future generations proud.
If I can do something to change this world, let me begin now.
Today, I declare this promise. Tomorrow, we shall face these challenges together.
To this end, I promise to uphold to the best of my abilities the principles outlined in the
five Articles herein.

Article I

Each generation has the right to inherit a healthy Earth where they can develop their
culture and social bonds as a member of one intergenerational family, and each generation
has a corresponding responsibility to accord a similar right to future generations.

Article II

All generations, sharing in the estate and heritage of the Earth, have a duty as trustees for
future generations to use resources responsibly and with forethought, to honour life on
Earth, and to foster human freedom.

Article III

In fulfilling the duty owed to future generations, it is the paramount responsibility of each
generation to be prudent and constantly vigilant to ensure that biodiversity and the balance of nature are respected.

Article IV

All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure that the rights of future generations are
protected and not sacrificed for the expedience and convenience of the present generation.

Article V

The rights of future generations have a claim on the conscience of all peoples. To develop a
culture that promotes respect for individuals, society, and the environment, every person is
challenged to imaginatively implement these principles as if in the very presence of those
future generations whose rights we seek to perpetuate.
This promise was signed and sealed this___day of_______,_____, in the presence
of________________________;
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and seal:
__________________________.
(seal)
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The 13th Canadian Conference on
Building Science and Technology
Sets the Bar for Knowledge
By Ryan Dalgleish, CEO, Building Professionals
The technical sessions were full of riveting information on alternative housing design practices, IAQ studies on children’s respiratory health, renovations of historic buildings, modeling tool
development and many envelope moisture/air movement studies
in various building types.
The conference featured two lunch hour presentations. The
first demonstrated a historical building coming alive with the
renovation of the 107-year old Union Bank Tower. The second
lunch presentation provided a glimpse into a masterpiece in
architectural design, innovation and construction with a review of
the inspirational Canadian Museum for Human Rights (CMHR).
Both buildings are located in downtown Winnipeg.

T

he 13th Canadian Conference on Building Science and
Technology brought together over 270 manufacturers,
architects, engineers, researchers and students to Winnipeg, Manitoba this past May for a gathering and sharing of building science knowledge. The week started off with a hygrothermal
workshop by Mario Goncalves of Patenaude Trempe and Wahid
Maref of the National Research Council of Canada. The workshop was attended by over 70 attendees who came away with an
incredible amount of knowledge on the impact of air leakage on
hygrothermal and energy performance on various types of wall
assemblies and the commissioning process for the building envelope of large buildings for air leakage and thermal anomalies.
The two and-a-half days of the core conference had many
highlights, from the keynote presentations from Dr. John
Straube of the University of Waterloo, who gave an inspiring
presentation on the history of building design and energy usage
compared to the buildings we are designing and constructing
today. He stressed we need to design buildings and be cognizant of IAQ issues, cost, durability and to especially learn that
ever-increasing complex systems don’t always equate to higher
performance buildings. Mr. Thomas Auer of Transsolar gave
an ingenious presentation on the world’s transformation of the
population moving from rural locals into the cities, which will
equate to a larger dependency on oil, which we may or may not
be able to serve. He stressed climate engineering, which bridges
gaps between engineering and design by applying modeling tools
early in the design process to analyze various aspects of the building design.
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The exhibitor hall was full of information from companies who
have leading-edge products and concepts that will take the built
environment to the next level of energy savings and efficiency.
Mr. Marcus Dell delivered a touching tribute and presented
a career achievement award to Dr. Eric Burnett for his contributions to the building science industry at the Wednesday evening
dinner.
The conference finished on Friday morning with tours of the
Union Bank Tower and the CMHR construction sites. Thank
you to the CMHR, PCL staff and to Dudley Thompson for sharing their expertise and knowledge of these two projects.
To learn more or to purchase conference proceedings, please
e-mail info@becwinnipeg2011.com. To see a list of exhibitors,
please visit www.becwinnipeg2011.com.
n
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The Canadian
Conference
on Building
Science and
Technology

T

he Canadian Conference on Building Science and
Technology (CCBST) is coming to Toronto in November 2014. The 14th CCBST promises to be one
of the largest combination technical conferences and trade
shows held in Canada dedicated solely to the advancement
of building science technology. Early plans for the event
have over 400 delegates coming from around the world.
While, in the past, the conference has been held every
other year, the Ontario Building Envelope Council has

agreed that it should be every third year now, to avoid conflict with other international conferences.
The 2014 conference precedes the PanAm/ParaPan
games in Toronto in 2015 and rumour has it that the site
tours will include some of the new facilities.
An organizing committee is being put in place and a call
for abstracts can be expected in the summer of 2012. So,
get ready. Mark your calendar for a week in Toronto in
2014.
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Balcony Glass Breakage
By Hamid Vossoughi, Halsall Associates Ltd.

L

oss of glass from balcony railings at
two Toronto condominiums made
the news headlines during the first
week of August. Reporters interviewed
several experts about the causes of the
incidents. In absence of more information regarding each specific case, one of
the newspaper headlines noted “Clearly,
a Problem for the Engineers” as “More
Glass Falls from Condos.”
What you Need to Know
While glass aesthetics and transparency make it desirable as a cladding material, it must be used appropriately. Glass
manufacturing is subject to industry-wide
accepted quality control standards. However, it is a brittle material and can break
without warning due to one or a combination of factors, including design, manufacturing processes, fabrication, handling,
transportation, installation and impact.
It also may contain low levels of impurities or contaminants, affecting performance. Sudden failure is typically initiated
at surface flaws or by impurities within
the glass. For instance, the presence of
nickel sulfide (NiS) inclusions can lead to
spontaneous breakage of tempered glass.
While uncommon, this is typically associated with an individual batch of material
(not all tempered glass). Heat soaking is a
process that tests for and destroys 95 per
cent of NiS-contaminated glass lites during the fabrication process.
To account for inherent variability
and risk of failure, the design criteria in
the National and Ontario Building Codes
are based on a “Glass Failure Prediction Model” to meet an accepted “Probability of Breakage”, typically eight per
1,000 lites of glass; so some glass breakage is considered normal. Tempered and
laminated glass are considered by building codes to be “safety glass,” whereas
annealed and heat strengthened glass
is not considered as “safety glass” since
these break into ragged shards. While
use of tempered glass as safety glazing
for balcony railings provides minimum

Photo provided by Halsall Associates, Ltd.
compliance with the Building Code,
laminated glass is also allowed in railings
but typically considered as an upgrade in
the industry.
Options to Manage Balcony
Railing Glass Breakage Risks
• Consider exceeding minimum code requirements for design and construction
of glass railings above public areas.
• Reduce probability of breakage by
increasing the thickness of tempered
glass. As this option increases the
cost, “overdesign” of glass should be
weighed against the likelihood of occurrence of design wind or concentrated loads, financial impact and business
risks.
• Use of laminated glass may retain
glass in place in case of breakage.

If using a single lite tempered glass,
consider specifying heat soaking for a
much lower failure rate.
• Inquire about the manufacturer’s record regarding known NiS glass breakage rate at their facility.
• Confirm that required tolerances for
movement, deflection and installation
are considered in the detailed design
and increased quality control review
during glass manufacturing, glazing fabrication, mock-up testing and
construction.
• If there is concern about the quality
of installed heat treated glass, nondestructive testing could be performed
on site to confirm its condition. Targeted panes identified during testing
to have higher breakage risk could be
identified and discarded.
n
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C

onstruct Canada is the industry’s
most important event for design and
construction professionals, delivering
all the products, resources,and educational
tools you need to strengthen your entire
operation.
The 23rd edition of Construct Canada offers more exhibits, special features, enlightening seminars and networking opportunities
for success.
With over 1,050 exhibits, Construct Canada will be held concurrently with HomeBuilder & Renovator Expo, PM Expo, Concrete Canada, and the Design Trends Pavilion, featuring the very latest in products,
technologies, best practices and applications
for the design, construction, operation, retrofit and renovation of all types of buildings.
Featuring over 450 speakers, the seminar
program will focus on a wide range of educational sessions on improving project delivery and smart business practices, leading
edge technology for project design, green
buildings, building environments and performance, building envelope solutions, legal,
regulatory and risk management, professional and personal skills development and
design trends for building interiors.
More than 23,000 visitors attended last
year’s show, including architects, builders,
contractors, engineers and specifiers, along
with building owners, facility managers,
property managers and interior designers.
This year’s National GreenBuilding Conference will focus on sustainable and energy
efficient best practices for the design and
construction of higher performance of all
types of buildings. Leading green building
experts will provide you with insight into new
technologies, cost management strategies
and project delivery models that will enable
you to successfully achieve your environmental and greening objectives.
International visitors attend Construct
Canada to learn more about Canadian technology, products, services and building systems and construction techniques. Attending
the show also allows them to meet and network with leading Canadian suppliers. The
International Business Program has established valuable partnerships and relationships for Canadian manufacturers and service providers with international clients.

Construct Canada provides a unique,
once-a-year opportunity and a considerable
amount of information, all at one place, at one
time. You will be able to make valuable contacts and learn about new products, innovations and market opportunities for 2012.
It’s all here
You’ll see and learn more about products,
technologies and solutions for the entire spectrum of building design, construction, project
delivery and management, retrofit and renovation of commercial and institutional buildings.
1,050 exhibitors
Receive up-to-date information on over
30 different categories of products, technologies and services for the entire spectrum of
building design, construction, retrofit and
renovation in commercial and residential
construction.
450 speakers, 200 presentations
and technical demonstrations
Attend skill building sessions and hear
expert advice on issues from project management to profitability with Canada’s largest
seminar program for builders, contractors, engineers, architects and renovators. Attend live
demonstrations on the show floor and learn
new installation techniques to save time and
money.
International architectural
roundtable
An exceptional opportunity to hear three
highly accomplished and award-winning international architects discuss their perspective on
current trends facing architecture and speculate on its future direction.
Interior design roundtable
An exceptional opportunity for you to
hear highly accomplished and award-winning
designers discuss the challenges today. The
leading experts will explore the concept and
application of universal and green design.
Free parking
There’s free attendee parking at the
Harbourfront, which is only five minutes from
the Metro Toronto Convention Centre South
Building. For a parking map and directions, go
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to www.constructcanada.com/shared_content/
attendee_directions.php.
National GreenBuilding
Conference
A National GreenBuilding Conference is
Canada’s most comprehensive educational
forum on the latest best practices for greening
new and existing buildings. Learn from leading
experts on how to upgrade building performance, improve energy efficiency and enhance
environmental elements. For more information on the National GreenBuilding Conference, go to www.nationalgreenbuildingexpo.
com/pre_show_2011/index.php.
Concrete Canada
Concrete Canada exposition and seminar
program, sponsored by the Ready-Mixed Concrete Association of Ontario, will provide a
dedicated focus on concrete and masonry related products, technologies, systems, equipment and services. For more information on
Concrete Canada, go to www.concretecanadaexpo.com/pre_show_2011/index.php
Who should attend Construct
Canada 2011
• Builders;
• Architects;
• Contractors;
• Designers;
• Developers and Building Owners;
• Engineers;
• Interior Designers;
• Renovators;
• Technologists;
• Specifiers; and
• Buyers of Building Materials.
Who exhibits
The show features products, services and
information related to the design construction and renovation of all types of buildings,
offices, apartments, condominiums, hotels,
hospitals, industrial, retail, institutions, schools
and universities.
Buyers of building products come from
over 25 countries and regions. Sixty-five per
cent of show visitors are repeat visitors and 35
per cent are first time attendees—thousands of
potential new customers are walking the show
every day.
n
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BEC Roundup
Canadian Standards Association Standards Brings
International Energy Management Standard to Canada
ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems Standard helps to Transform Businesses into Efficient Energy Users

C

SA Standards, a leading standardsbased solutions organization, announced the Canadian availability
of the ISO 50001 Energy Management
Systems Standard—the world’s first global
energy management system standard—
to help businesses manage and reduce
energy consumption and costs and remain
competitive in today’s marketplace. According to a CSA/Leger Marketing survey, almost a quarter of Canadian executives feel energy is not being consumed
efficiently within their organization. The
new standard, announced on August
12, 2011, will outline best practices for
streamlining energy consumption such
as the measurement of current energy
use and the implementation of an energy
measurement system to document, report
and validate ongoing improvements in
energy management.
“Seventy-nine per cent of Canadian
executives believe that energy efficiency is
a key component to business success,” says

Bonnie Rose, president, CSA Standards.
“And although the bottom line is not the
only measure of success, the implementation of ISO 50001 will help businesses
move forward in achieving their environmental goals by reducing their energy consumption and carbon footprint, while also
recognizing the cost savings associated
with reduced energy consumption.”
The ISO 50001 Energy Management
Systems Standard is a voluntary, internationally accepted framework for the
management of energy for businesses of
all sizes. More than 90 per cent of Canadian executives believe every organization has a responsibility to manage its
energy use, the CSA/Leger Marketing
survey reveals. Conformance with the
standard will demonstrate an organization has an energy management system
in place, has completed an established
baseline of energy use and has committed
to continuous improvement of its energy
performance.
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Before the introduction of ISO 50001,
no national energy management systems
standard in Canada existed. In fact, according to the CSA/Leger Marketing survey, only about 30 per cent of Canadian
executives say that their organization has
an active energy management program.
Among those organizations that do not,
12 per cent are planning to implement
one within a year. The adoption of the
ISO 50001 Energy Management Systems
Standard in Canada will assist thousands
of businesses, many of which have global
operations and require adherence to
international standards, to become highly
efficient energy users.
“Every new road travelled requires a
map; the ISO 50001 standard is a roadmap for Canadian businesses that have
chosen the path to sustainable energy
performance,” says Rose. “Ninety per
cent of Canadian executives believe that
equipping employees with the right tools
and training to manage energy use will
reduce consumption. The standard is
a critical element in the collective fight
against climate change. After all, if you do
not measure it, you cannot control it. The
standard offers a systematic review and
analysis of energy consumption helping
to lead to better energy conservation and
efficiency.”
The CSA/Leger Marketing survey reveals more than half of Canadian executives say it is important to participate in
programs that improve the energy or
sustainable performance of their organization and 14 per cent say their suppliers,
customers or stakeholders are asking for
evidence of their environmental or energy
performance practices.
The CAN/CSA ISO 50001 Energy
Management Systems Standard is priced
at $105 CDN. It is available for purchase
immediately online at shop.csa.ca.

CEBQ and OAQ Hold
the 3rd Symposium
on Energy
Efficiency and
Building Envelope

T

he Council of the envelope of
Quebec (CEBQ) and the Order
of Architects of Quebec (OAQ)
invites architects, technologists serving
architects and others in the construction
industry members to the 3rd annual symposium on the building envelope, November 29-30, 2011. The objective of the symposium, which will be held at the Holiday
Inn in downtown Montreal, is to provide a
forum on the latest scientific and technological developments in building science.
Practitioners, researchers and experts will
have the opportunity to discuss issues concerning the design, construction and operation of buildings, while focusing on the
building envelope.
For architect members of the OAQ,
the conference is 14 hours of formal
training.

Workshop design envelope with
high energy efficiency
During the afternoon on November
29, conference participants will be encouraged to visit the Contech Building Event
in a workshop to design a high efficiency
envelope.
A tour circuit for participants of the
conference will be distributed. This will include exhibiting companies with a product
or service in connection with the building
envelope in the following divisions: fenestration and curtain walls, insulation, membranes (air barrier/vapor barrier), siding,
sheathing, windows, related products and
services. A space will be designed by Contech in the showroom to accommodate
the participants and to answer questions
related to the workshop.
All participants are invited for cocktails in the afternoon. This should bring a
nice synergy and great networking opportunities for participants in the conference
with exhibitors from Contech and other
visitors and presenters.
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Halsall Chairman Honoured with
Membership into Canadian Academy
of Engineering

P

Peter Halsall (left) receives his award and is inducted into the Canadian Academy
of Engineering.
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eter Halsall, Chairman of Halsall
Associates, was inducted into the
Canadian Academy of Engineering at the Academy’s annual general
meeting and Symposium held in Vancouver on June 2, 2011.
Members of the Academy are nominated and elected by their peers to honorary Fellowships for their distinguished
achievements and career-long service
to the engineering profession. Members
work closely with other national engineering associations in Canada and with the
other Canadian institutions that comprise
the Council of Canadian Academies.
As Chairman of Halsall Associates,
one of Canada’s leading engineering companies and a leader in providing green
building services, Peter Halsall has led
the charge to integrate sustainability into
Canada’s urban realm, while inspiring
countless colleagues, clients and communities to “do the right thing.” He has
advised government agencies and planners, managed the integrated design process for buildings and communities and
provided compliance services for green
certification programs.
His service on the Waterfront Toronto
and City of Toronto Design Review Panels, as well as his firm’s signature works—
from green building projects to planning
input for eco-villages and net-zero carbon
communities—are a testament to his ability to envision a better future and to engage others in making it a reality. Under
his leadership, Halsall Associates has
ranked as one of Canada’s “Best Workplaces” for the past five consecutive years.
Fellowship in the Academy will provide Halsall with a platform to collaborate
with many of the country’s most accomplished engineers to continue to improve
Canada’s built environment and the way
we educate future generations.

Ecobuild America 2011: High Technology for High Performance Building

T

he three-day Ecobuild America conference covers the entire spectrum of
strategies and technologies to build
faster, smarter and more sustainably. The
Ecobuild America conference focuses on timely topics and real world solutions throughout
every phase of the project lifecycle. Targeted
training is available for commercial, industrial,
government, institutional and residential architecture, engineering and construction (AEC)
professionals and educators. No matter what
your discipline, you will take home fresh ideas
and expert insight from industry leaders and
luminaries in:
• Building information modeling;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Geographic information systems;
Green technology;
High performance building;
Sustainable design;
Energy -efficiency;
Security; and
Smart buildings and more.
Sessions are grouped by track to help you
find sessions concentrated on one specific area.
There are also three conferences within a conference that also allow you to focus your learning experience: the National High Performance Building Conference, BuidingSMART
Alliance Conference and National Specifiers
Conference.

AIA / CEUs
Design professionals may earn American
Institute of Architects (AIA)/Continuing Education System (CES) Learning Units (LUs) by
attending pre-approved Ecobuild sessions and
co-located conferences.
Qualifying sessions are designated in the
online schedule and in the onsite program with
the number of LUs next to each.
Be sure to ask room monitors to scan your
badge when you enter and as you exit qualifying sessions if you’d like approved session LUs
reported to the AIA.
For more information on Ecobuild America
2011, go to www.aececobuild.com.

The
2011
Beckie
Award

The Beckie Award, previously called
the President’s Award, is given annually
to recognize individuals who have made
a significant contribution to the design,
construction and performance of the
building envelope.
It is a career achievement award
and is not based on an individual’s single contribution. This is OBEC’s premier Award, named in honour of Tony
Woods, who first created the award and
gave it its nickname, “The Beckie.”
In the shape of a pyramid, the Beckie
symbolizes the oldest form of structure,
the tent, and one of the most durable,
the pyramids.
The recess in the pyramid represents
shelter while the crystal ball symbolizes
us and our possessions and the red base
is hints at the solid foundation needed
for all durable construction.
Finally, the snowflakes represent sophisticated engineering and the acrylic
plastic symbolizes the use of modern
materials in construction and the desire
to let light into our buildings.
The 2011 Beckie Award will be presented at the GreenPrint 2012 conference, November 2, 2011 at the Days
Hotel & Conference Centre in Toronto,
Ontario.
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Genge’s
			Gripe
Genge’s Gripe: LEED, Green
Roofs and Merit Points
By Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng., BDS, BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med

T

his issue you get two gripes for
the price of one. I may not write
another one, so, it’s an opportunity to unload. Here goes.
I know I am not the only one that
thinks LEED is a long way from being
the panacea of building energy and
environmental performance that the
picture tries to paint. Frankly, reducing a
building to a series of points for achieving
a set of criteria is about as useful a metric
about building performance as using
spelling and math tests on a nine-year-old
to see how they will cope when they get to
the real world. The measures are not only
simplistic, they are inaccurate.
How is the value of a building to our
society improved by adding a bike rack?
Is it that one person will not drive their
gas guzzler (presuming they live close
enough to their work to allow this) but
take the pedal bike across town (except
in winter) and thus cut down on the CO2
spewed forth? If that’s the case, why don’t
we calculate the reduced CO2 instead and
use that as a metric for societal benefit?
How about a few other real benchmarks,
like reduced energy load by mass or
area? Or maximum CO2 per person year
occupied. Or reduced life cycle cost. But
then you’re actually measuring something
you can check later and achieving the
LEED points would cross the line and
become a science.
Of course, we all have heard the tales
of the LEED Silver or Gold building that
won awards for design innovation and
then failed to actually perform. It leaked

or the recycled product collapsed or
rotted so the design or system that earned
the demanded LEED points had to be
replaced at greater cost, using different
products and double the embodied
energy. Not especially sustainable but
that’s not the way today’s LEED works.
It’s about the points and, regrettably,
based on the failure cases, not even merit
points.
Some of you are saying I should stop
grinding the LEED process because it
has started designers and owners thinking
along energy reduction and sustainability
lines; whereas, before LEED, it just
wasn’t happening or not enough. I’ll
concede that it has been a thought starter.
But it is time for a major deconstruction
and overhaul. It’s time to start using
actual performance parameters and then
testing building performance and, thus,
the societal benefits attached to its use
over the next 50 years rather than a series
of tick boxes grading a building on paper
on things that are largely irrelevant 10 or
20 years hence.
The points system may have been
a good initial measure but, just like
Johnny’s Grade 3 math score, it isn’t
going to gauge how he handles the world
he lives in. Societal competency is gauged
by more than recycling grey water, just
as that little boy who knows his 12 times
table by heart when he’s nine won’t be
able to use that skill when navigating
through his first date or deciding how to
respond to drugs and alcohol, or whether
or not to drive or take transit.

It is time for all the LEED certified
people out there to acknowledge that
the current LEED system is sitting in the
corner sucking on its shirt collar. A rapid
and necessary maturation is needed.
Okay, that’s one.
Second, is an active OBEC
undertaking. Many of you know that the
City of Toronto has a Green Roof bylaw. Most of you don’t know how it got
that by-law or how it suddenly became
“applicable law” in Ontario via the
Ontario Building Code and I don’t think
I am permitted to share that little secret
with you. Suffice it to say, it wasn’t on
technical merit. I guess the basic premise
was that green roofs support the resource
conservation mandate of the building
code; the relationship is tenuous at best.
You may recall OBEC’s most recent
Anthony A. Wood’s Award winner,
Stephen Carpenter’s LEED triple
platinum building designed and built for
Enermodal’s offices. As a treat, OBEC
arranged for members to attend a tour
of the building and we were all suitably
impressed. There was an elegance about
the design. They built it at about the same
cost and operate it at a tiny fraction of
the cost as a conventional office building.
Moreover, it looks like a wonderful place
to work—ICF walls, large triple-glazed
windows that flood light to common
areas. Of particular note is the roof, which
is a reflective single-ply membrane over
ample cellular foam insulation. When our
technical expert and tour guide was asked
Continued on page 51
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Continued from page 49
why they didn’t install a “green roof,”
without skipping a beat he said, “Because
they aren’t energy efficient.” This,
from one of Canada’s foremost LEED
consultants, a firm that talked green long
before being green was popular.
So, there you have it. Green roofs
aren’t adding anything to energy
reduction that we can’t achieve many
fold with something we already know
how to do and at a fraction of the lifecycle cost. Think about it. When the air
temperature reaches the typical July
2.5 per cent design level, in the shaded
wooded area it is still cool. Why? Because
the sun doesn’t burn up the forest floor
and the evapotranspiration from the
ground and vegetation reduces the air
temperature. On the other hand, the
grassy soccer field is hot and dangerous
even if it is well irrigated and green as a
St. Patrick’s Day parade. Green isn’t cool.
The small plantings necessary on green
roofs are not insulating the roof and the
air temperature and therefore the heat
island effect is affected to no significant
degree (pardon the pun) at all.
Worse still, hey! This is Toronto,
Canada. Our growing season is, at best,
the six months from April to October.
What about the other six months? Well,
then you say, “the roof is covered in
snow and the heat island effect isn’t an
issue and besides the snow cover helps to
insulate the building while the plants are
dormant.”. What colour is snow? Hint:
it’s not green. What did you learn? Yes,
emissivity matters. Perhaps that’s why
the only other jurisdiction on the planet
that mandates green roofs has a token
fine for non-compliance. They know the
(Japanese) emperor has no clothes.
Why are people being forced to build
something that doesn’t work? Why are
building owners looking at spending,
what is likely, triple the cost to replacing a
“green” roof membrane when it is time?
You can bet all that soil and overgrown,
dead plants that have been replaced with
vegetable gardens and topsoil isn’t going
down the elevator. It’s going to be taken
off the roof by one yard buckets using a
crane that will cost thousands of dollars
a day to rent and will block city streets
for weeks. Even if the structural engineer
had selected a location and designed it

for temporary storage of excessive fill (a
rather non-cost-effective exercise, don’t
you think?), the fill won’t be able to be
reused because it will no longer be light
or clean enough to be re-used. And
please don’t try to sell me on the notion
that a roof membrane under a green roof
will last 50 years or more. Having had
to replace all variety of parking garage
roof membranes under landscaped areas’
parking garage roofs for the past 30 years,
I’ll say that argument is dumb right out
of the box.

Why are people being
forced to build something
that doesn’t work? Why are
building owners looking
at spending, what is likely,
triple the cost to replacing
a “green” roof membrane
when it is time?
So, what would motivate Toronto to
take such a foolish move? I can only see
one answer. They want to look like world
leaders and as long as the optics are good,
the cost and performance is secondary. As
a result of this obvious bias, I think I have

n
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just withdrawn as a voting member from
our green roof by-law review committee.
Nonetheless, it had to be said.
So, Toronto and Ontario Building
Code, you have some explaining to do.
Yeah, the idea of a more energy efficient
downtown is a good one. So how about
this: Instead of letting developers buy air
rights for those extra 10 floors or collecting
a few LEED points by preserving some old
stone façade in the way of their building,
how about they have to cut CO2 load by
an equivalent percentage by increased
GFA? Twenty per cent more floor space
equals 20 per cent reduced CO2 or 20 per
cent reduction in energy consumption
from code minimum or something
that makes environmental sense. Then
perhaps Toronto’s green initiatives would
find some traction in the building science
community, a place where it’s not about
LEED points or merit points; it’s about
performance!
n
Gerald R. Genge, P.Eng. C.Eng., BDS,
BSSO, C.Arb., Q.Med. is past-president of
the Ontario Building Envelope Council and
has been active in standards development,
education and improvement in building
science technology for over 30 years. He is
a principal of GRG Building Consultants
Inc. and ArbiTECH ADR. He specializes in
building science, litigation support, dispute
resolution and neutral evaluation. He can
be reached at jgenge@grgbuilding.com.
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